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Abstract: With regard to limits in annual budget for maintenance, inevitably, one must choose
prioritized projects to optimize the allocated budget in the network. This paper looks into prioritization
based upon models including all effects of important factors such as pavement condition index, road
type, traffic volume as well as rehabilitation and maintenance cost. Analytical hierarchy process and
fuzzy logic modelling was used for prioritization. Finally, in order to prove the efficiency of the
models, some streets located in district No. 6 of Tehran municipality were selected and the favourite
mathematical models were executed on those streets. It was concluded that fuzzy logic modelling can
be used to prioritize pavements maintenance more efficiently and precisely. 
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INTRODUCTION

Due to the fact that prioritization is a decision making process, statistical models are not very responsive.
So, designers must use decision making processes. Permanently, there have been attempts by many pavement
researchers using expert systems and soft computing including analytical hierarchy process, fuzzy logic, neural
network, genetic algorithm to name but a few. Optimizing Pavement Management Systems, modelling
pavement deterioration and determining preliminary pavement projects cost are some of these studies (Sandra
et al., 2006; Terzi, 2007; Ortiz-Garcia et al., 2006; Chou, 2006). The application of expert systems for
pavement management is growing rapidly due to limited resources (Ismail et al., 2009).

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is one of the simplest and most useful processes in this field which
is appropriate for approximate usages. This method has been a tool in the hands of decision makers and
researchers since its introduction and it is still one of the most widely used multi-criteria decision-making
methods when assessing decisions in bridge and road construction (Zavadskas et al., 2008).

Su, et al, (2006) applied AHP method to rank 25 major rail projects to determine implementation priorities
and budget allocations. Farhan and Fwa, (2009) concluded that the absolute AHP method can be successfully
utilised for pavement maintenance prioritization. Although this method gives reliable evaluation, some attention
to inconsistency rate were suggested by Ustinovichius, et al., 2007, for enhancement. The AHP method was
described in detail by Saaty and Vargas, (2000).

In this research, in order to prioritize alternatives, in the first step analytical hierarchy process was
employed and with the help of MATLAB software and coded M-Files, relative weights of parameters and the
rate of inconsistency in each pairwise comparison matrix were calculated. Finally, with rating approach in
Expert Choice software prioritization was done.

In addition to absolute measuring of priority in AHP method, in the next step, fuzzy logic modelling was
used to obtain satisfactory precision. Therefore, with the help of MATLAB software and coded M-files,
inference engines such as Product engine, Dienes – Rescher and Lukasiewicz all were tested and the logical
favourite separation for this application was all found in product inference engine. In the end, the final models
were executed in district 6 of Tehran municipality. Taleghani Street, Sepahbod Gharani st., Ghaem Magham
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Farahani st. (both direction), Mirzaye Shirazi st. (both direction), Karim Khane Zand st. (both direction), Ostad
Motahhari st., and Hafez street were studied as the case study. For better investigation, they were divided to
131 sections. Several factors were considered when dividing branches into sections; they are pavement
structure, traffic, construction history, and pavement condition (Ismail et al., 2009).

Methodology in Analytical Hieraechy Process:

Level1 of the hierarchy comprises the target and at level 2 criteria are depicted which include pavement
condition index (PCI), Road Type, traffic volume (TV), and maintenance and rehabilitation cost (COST). For
each criterion a number of sub-criteria are defined at level 3(alternatives can also be defined in some
cases).Figure 1 and Table 1 to 3 illustrate sub-criteria for this hierarchy (Moazami et al., 2010). 

Fig. 1: Numerical Representation of PCI and Pavement Quality Condition (Micro Paver 5.3 manual).

Table 1: Sub-criteria for different Types of Urban Roads 
Road Type Road Width (meter) (both direction)
LOCAL 5.5-6.5
M INOR A. 5.5 <M inor Arterials<21
M AJOR A. 13 <Major Arterials<30 OR more

Table 2: Sub-criteria for Traffic Volume
Hourly Traffic Volume (TV) passenger car per hour per direction
LOW VOLUM E (LOW VOL.) <433 (pcu/hr)
M EDIUM  VOLUM E (M ED VOL.) 433(pcu/hr) <M inor Arterials<2660(pcu/hr)
HIGH VOLUM E (HIGH VOL.) 2660(pcu/hr) <M ajor Arterials<6200(pcu/hr)
OTHERS >6200(pcu/hr)

Table 3: Sub-criteria for M aintenance and Rehabilitation Cost
Rehabilitation and M aintenance Cost USD per year
VERY LOW <2000
LOW 2000-20000
M EDIUM 20000-50000
OM IT HIGH 50000-100000
VERY HIGH >100000

In this research pairwise comparison between criteria and sub-criteria was done by considering ideas of
about 200 PMS experts. These experts were requested to fill up the questionnaires and then geometric mean
was used for synthesizing judgements in group analytical hierarchy process (Aczel and Saaty (1983).
For example, the obtained inconsistent comparison matrix for criteria is as below:

A =   (1 )

Eigenvector method is the most common method to calculate relative weights and rate of inconsistency
(Farhan and Fwa, 2009). For pairwise comparison matrix A, Eigen value (ë) will be obtained after solving the
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equation “determinant (A-ë.I)=0". Furthermore, by solving the matrix equation 

                         the relative weight vector (Eigenvector) will be calculated. As an example, calculating 

the weight vector for matrix A is as follow: 

In this paper, due to the large number of criteria and sub-criteria and therefore creation of matrices with
large elements, Expert Choice software was referred. Pairwise comparison for criteria and sub-criteria are
illustrated in figure 2 to 6. Furthermore, relative weights and the value of inconsistency are shown.

Fig. 2: Pairwise comparison, weight calculation and rate of inconsistency (I.R) for criteria
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Fig. 3: Pairwise comparison, weight calculation and rate of inconsistency for PCI sub-criteria

Fig. 4: Pairwise comparison, weight calculation and I.R. for Road Type sub-criteria

Fig. 5: Pairwise comparison, weight calculation and I.R. for Traffic Volume sub-criteria

Fig. 6: Pairwise comparison, weight calculation and I.R. for Maintenance cost sub-criteria
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When the number of alternatives in a hierarchy is high, consistency control will be difficult and meaningless.
Therefore, absolute measuring (rating approach) is recommended (Farhan and Fwa, 2009). Consequently, at
level 3 instead of alternatives, different sub-criteria will be defined (each criterion can be divided up to 9 sub-
criteria). In rating approach criteria and sub-criteria are compared on pairwise basis, while alternatives are
absolutely measured.

After pairwise comparison and calculating the relative weight (Figure2-6), the final weight is calculated
by synthesizing. In order to calculate the final weight (in ideal method), the weight of each sub-criteria is
divided by the highest weight of that and then be multiplied by the weight of related criteria. Sum of the
resulted values used as the final weight. In figure 7, the weight of all criteria and sub-criteria are illustrated.
As a sample of the case study, the priority of branch 7, section 13 (Karim Khane Zand east to west direction
in Nejatol Lahi intersection) is indicated. According to this section, the PCI is 25, Road width (both direction)
is 40 meters, hourly traffic volume for each direction is 8566 (pcu/hr), and rehabilitation and maintenance cost
is 21527.76 USD. This section will be put in VERY POOR, MAJOR A., OTHER, and MEDIUM sub-criteria
respectively.

Fig. 7: Weight of criteria and sub-criteria and Priority calculation for branch7 section13

Methodology in Fuzzy Logic:

In this research three fuzzy sets were defined and Gaussian membership functions were used for
demonstration of being high, medium and low fuzzy sets. Values of membership of the input parameters to
all of these three fuzzy sets were calculated. As the value of membership for input vector to any Gaussian
fuzzy set is always nonzero, these functions are suitable for this purpose. A Gaussian function is shown in
Figure 8 and the equation is given below:

  (2)

In this equation:

ì(X) : Value of Membership of Variable X to Fuzzy Set.
G  : Mean of Gaussian Function.
ó : Gaussian Function Bell Radius.
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Fig. 8: Gaussian Membership Function for a Fuzzy Set

As it is shown any Gaussian membership function consists of its specific mean and bell radius which
shows its rate of bevel in its membership function. 

Method of Entering Data, Mean, Bell Radius of a Gaussian Fuzzy Set in the Fuzzy Inference Engine:

After specifying the structure of the membership functions, the membership parameters (mean of Gaussian
function and bell radius) are arranged. Mean value of each Gaussian fuzzy set is gained by division of the real
value of each parameter (values in table 4) to the greatest relevant value of that parameter in the collected
data. The rate of bevel in the Gaussian membership incorporates the human inferences into approximate value
of each parameter.

The input vector must be normalized (each data of any kind must be divided to the relevant greatest
number collected in the field study) and then be entered into the inference engine. 

For each input parameter quantitative and realistic values of being high, medium and low are shown in
Table4. These values for PCI are obtained from figure 1, for road width and traffic volume are according to
comprehensive study done by Tehran Transportation Research Center (2004)(IRAN) on various types of
existing streets in Tehran. In addition, attention to the calculated cost for maintenance and rehabilitation of 131
sections in this case study and the budget generally allocated for maintenance (in IRAN) resulting in the
mentioned costs in table 4.

Table 4: Values of Language Adverbs for Different Variables in Fuzzy System
Variables

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Adverbs PCI Hourly Traffic Volume Road Width(both direction) Rehabilitation &M aintenance Cost

TV(pcu/hr) RW(m) COST($/year)
High 100 2660 21 50000
M edium 55 1680 14 20000
Low 0 780 6,5 5000

Here Gauss mean and Sigma matrices are like as matrix3 and matrix4: 

  (3)

  (4)

It should be noted that in this case study, distress inspection was performed by the inspector group for
131 sections. In all the sections, the specification of cross section of street, distress type, quantity and severity
were inspected. These thorough specifications were entered into micro PAVER system and the PCI calculations
were performed for all inspected sections automatically. 

It should also be noted that while distress inspection, hourly traffic volume was gathered by SCATS
(which is a central intelligent control system of signals), recorded VHS from CCTV and local statistics in the
field of131 sections. 
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Rehabilitation and maintenance cost of each section is available from executive methods of rehabilitation
defined by micro PAVER system (Feighan et al., 1989). Normally pavements with higher maintenance and
rehabilitation cost experience major distresses and need to be repaired first.

Another component of fuzzy systems is fuzzy if-then rules. Following rules (l=1, l=2 and l=3) were
entered into product inference engine as if- then rules and along with normalized input –vector (As input vector
X* was one hundred percent certain, singleton Fuzzifier was used), they were mapped to a fuzzy set in the

Boutput space. In addition, obtained fuzzy set (ì , (Y) was converted to an output scalar which is the best
introducer of that fuzzy set (stage of defuzzification).
(l=1): If PCI be low and TV be high and RW be high and COST be high then priority (Y) will be high. 
(l=2):  If PCI be medium and TV be medium and RW be medium and COST be medium then priority will
be medium. 
(l=3): If PCI be high and TV be low and RW be low and COST be low then priority will be low.

The higher the number of adverbs for describing fuzzy sets, the more precise the prioritization will be.
In addition, to access such precision advanced computers with long time of calculation is needed.

Fuzzy Inference Engine: 

In this research three inference engines were applied. Dienes-Rescher and Lukasiewicz engines did not
have appropriate responds and were not suitable for this application. In this part the product inference engine
is referred (Wang, 1994; Zimmermann, 2001).

Product Inference Engine: 

In product inference engine:
1) Inference is based on independent rule with union combination.
2) Mamdani product implication is used.
3) Algebraic product for t-norms and max for s- norms are utilised. 
Using singleton Fuzzifier, product inference engine is simplified as follows:

  (5)

Meaning that, with fuzzy set A' in U, product inference engine results fuzzy set B ' in V.
So, the stages of calculation will be: according to the first rule, the value of membership of input vector

to “PCI is low” to “TV is high” to “RW is high” to “COST is high” are calculated. In addition, the value of
membership of Y=0 to the fuzzy set of “priority is high” will be calculated. On the basis of inference engine
instruction these values are multiplied to each other. According to the second rule, the value of membership
of input vector to “PCI is medium” to “TV is medium” to “RW is medium” to “COST is medium” are
calculated. In this stage also the value of membership of Y=0 to fuzzy set of “priority is medium” will be
calculated. On the basis of inference engine instruction these values are multiplied to each other. According
to the third rule, the value of membership of input vector to “PCI is high” to “TV is low” to “RW is low”
to “COST is low” are calculated. Moreover, the value of membership of Y=0 to fuzzy set of “priority is low”
will be calculated and on the basis of inference engine instruction these values are multiplied to each other.
Between the three calculated numbers from these three rules, the greatest one will be chosen and will be put

Bin the ì , (Y) matrix of 10000 elements. Other elements of this matrix will be calculated for different values
of Y (in the range between 0 to1 with the step of 0.0001 long). In the next stage, fuzzy set in the output space
must be converted to an output scalar which is the introducer of that fuzzy set (stage of defuzzification).

Defuzzifier is defined as a mapping of a fuzzy set B' in V�R (which is the output of fuzzy inference
engine) to a certain point Y*�V .Conceptually, the duty of a Defuzzifier is finding a point which is the best
representative for fuzzy set B'.

BMembership function ì , (Y) which is the mapping of normal input X*= [0.25, 0.46, 0.65, 0.0094] and
corresponds also to branch 7, section 13 of the case study is shown in Figure9.

BAs implied before, for the estimation of ì (Y) in computer the range 0 to 1 was divided to 10000 pieces byL

B B0.0001 steps in order to save the continuation of ì (Y). This results in a matrix of 10000 elements for ì ,L L

(Y). So, for every input vector a matrix of that size will be formed which the center of gravity (one method
of defuzzification) must be calculated. This center of gravity can be calculated from the following equation:

  (6)
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Fig. 9: Fuzzy Set         with Normal Input X*= [0.25, 0.46, 0.65, 0.0094]

To preserve the continuous of the above equation Äy varies between 0 and 1 with 0.0001 step long and
Y assumed to be 0.0001. As it is obvious, for the calculation of the absolute value of priority (Y*), also a loop
in the source program is essential which repeats for 10000 times. Therefore the need for software programming
increases and is inevitable. As matrices with large elements are the result of fuzzy inference engine, so
MATLAB capabilities were utilised.

The fuzzy toolbox (MATLAB 7.0) can accept only two parameters in antecedent (Sivanadam et al., 2007).
However, in this case there are four parameters in antecedent that forced us to write codes and program (M-
File) in MATLAB environment. This program consists of a main and a sub routine function. Here the main
part of the program is the place for data entry and calculating the value of Defuzzifier and in subroutine
function inference engine is written.

Conclusion and Discussion:

In this study, an inventory database for main streets in Tehran was developed. This inventory was used
to form the basis of developing AHP and Fuzzy logic models. Based on the condition survey performed, it
was found that approximately 57% of sections surveyed are in “very good” and “excellent” conditions. More
importantly 22% of the network can be rated as “good.” Also, it was found that 11% of the sections surveyed
are in “fair” condition. Ideally, these sections should receive maintenance as soon as possible to avoid costly
maintenance actions in the future. Overall, the network has a weighted average PCI of 75, which was
considered “very good” rating. This existing condition for the 131 sections of the case study is illustrated in
Figure 10.

Fig. 10: The Current Situation (surveyed summer2006)
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With regard to limitations in annual budget for maintenance, the prioritized projects should be chosen. In
Expert Choice (2000) each criterion can be maximally divided up to nine stages, so these large ranges will
decrease the precision of the model. However, in fuzzy systems membership functions are continuous and cover
the entire domain. The drawback with AHP method is that the same weight will be allocated to the upper and
lower boundary of each criterion which results in less precision relative to fuzzy method.

Furthermore, in AHP pairwise comparison between criteria and sub-criteria is arbitrary, while gauss mean
and sigma matrixes constitutions are based on reality. For instance in Table 5, four sections from the case
study are listed as sample. As it can be seen AHP method can not differentiates between two almost identical
sections. Consequently, fuzzy logic programming is the best choice in this study.

Table 5: The Value of Priority for some sections in the case study 
Branch-section(B-S) AHP M ethod Fuzzy Logic M ethod
B07-S07 0.539 0.55
B05-S18 0.539 0.50
B03-S04 0.073 0.17
B01-S05 0.073 0.15
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